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Abstract—In the current world scenario storing of any
data securely in any storage medium is of major concern.
Transferring any secret data without being compromised by
the attacker is becoming difficult day by day. In such a
situation, using the slack space for storing and retrieving secret
information can be a great boon. Slack space is nothing but the
unused space in a disk cluster. Here, the slack space of private
cloud and slack space of the files which is being uploaded to
the private cloud is considered for hiding and retrieving the
secret information. Slack sizes of files are determined using hex
editors. MD5 hashes of the path of the files containing slack
and key are taken and sorted in the ascending order. Message
to be hidden is encrypted and is divided into chunks of data
depending on slack sizes of files which has been reordered by
its corresponding sorting of MD5 hashes of file paths along
with the key. Divided chunks of data are hidden in the slack
spaces accordingly. Mapping of MD5 hashes of file paths along
with the key and slack size will help in the retrieval of hidden
information from slack spaces. The secret data will be securely
hidden in the slack spaces of the private cloud. The idea of
keeping secret data in slack space of private cloud is more
advantageous because cloud itself provides security than usual
physical storage media and moreover that, the possibility of
being detected by an attacker is often less as slack space often
contains data which could not be easily detected by normal
analysis. Along with this, a secret sharing algorithm is proposed
for splitting and sharing the secret data among cloud users and
the file slack space in the cloud gives the accessibility of secret

data.
Index Terms—Slack space, MD5 hash, private cloud, ZFS

I. INTRODUCTION

Slack space plays a vital role in the forensic study of
any storage media. It is a storage area generated when a
file created by the user does not take over all the space
allocated by a file system. In other terms it is a type of
internal fragmentation. [1] i.e. unused space in an allocated
region of a disk cluster. A Cluster is nothing but the storage
blocks of fixed size used by the file system. It contains
a collection of adjacent sectors. Every file will be stored
from the very beginning of the cluster or clusters allocated
to them. For each of the newly generated file, file system
assigns a specific number of clusters. The file size can be
either equal or can be less than the total number of clusters
multiplied by a cluster size. Mostly in all cases, matching
between the size of file and size of multiple clusters happens
rarely. As a result, a small left out space will get generated
between the end of file contents and end of the last cluster
allocated to the file by the file system.This allocated yet
unused space is file slack or slack space [10] of a file. In
other words, the logical and physical size differences also
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result in the formation of file slack. The real size of the
file refers to the logical size and number of sectors assigned
to the file by file system determines the physical size of
a file. Major divisions of file slack include RAM slack and
drive slack [2]. Typically, a Windows file system uses chunks
of 512 bytes whenever a file needs to be written to a disk.
In such cases, if the last sector in the last cluster is not
completely filled, then the OS fills those empty space with
the random data from the RAM. This random data filled
area is called RAM Slack. RAM slack is concerned only
with the last sector of a file. The remaining sectors, which
forms a part of the last cluster allocated by the file system,
may be left as empty as the file data size can be very less in
some cases. In such a scenario, OS does not fill this space
as it did in the case of RAM slack and this unfilled area
of remaining sectors is called Drive Slack. Fig. 1 shows the
ram and drive slack space in a typical cluster of size 2048
bytes (2 KB). This cluster contains 4 sectors each of size 512
bytes totaling it to 2048 bytes. It is evident from the fig.1
that the file data consumes the entire first sector and half of
the second sector. Remaining half of the second sector will
be filled by the random data from RAM thus generating
RAM slack and sector 3 and 4 will be left empty and this
left unused space is nothing but the drive slack.

Fig. 1. Slack space in a cluster.

Slack space [10] is a major source of evidence in the
forensic investigation [15] field. It may contain forensically
relevant information. If a user deletes a particular file that
occupied the entire cluster of a disk and later on saves a
new file which takes only less than half of the cluster size,
then remaining sectors would not be empty. It may contain
some relevant part of previously deleted files [12] or data or
any sensitive information which can prove to be useful from
forensic perspective. In another scenario, an attacker can
intentionally use the file slack space for hiding secret data
leaving no clue for the investigator regarding the existence
of any data during a forensic investigation [16].

This paper focuses on the hiding and retrieval of secret
data from the file slack space of a USB drive and further

extends it to find the file slack space in a ZFS based private
cloud storage. Along with this, a novel idea is proposed for
sharing secret data among the cloud [17] users in a cloud
storage by using the file slack concept. Slack space provides
a proper hiding place for secret data and the use of file slack
space of private cloud storage can be of great advantage
as the cloud itself is providing security for stored data and
moreover, that data is stored in file slack of cloud which
makes it undetectable.

A. File System

File system is a systematic arrangement, which deals with
the storing ,accessing and management of files on a storage
media. It deals with the internal operations of a disk and
its functionality is made abstract to the users. A typical
disk contains its own file system, information regarding data
storage and its accessibility by any application or any user.
Other operations of the file system include naming of files,
folders or directories and managing of access rules, metadata
and user privileges. The existence of a file system helps, not
only in the removal of the installed programs but also makes
the possibility of having two files with similar names. It also
deals with information like cluster and sector size, location
of file, file size and hierarchical details of directories. It
helps in the efficient working of all the files and applications
in a particular disk. Commonly used file systems include
NTFS (New Technology File System), FAT (FAT12, FAT16,
FAT32), ex FAT, for Windows , ext2, ext3 [13], ext4 for
Linux, Hierarchical File System (HFS), (HFS+)for MAC,
ZFS(Zettabyte File System) for FreeBSD [3].

B. FAT and NTFS file system

The FAT file system contains two relevant data structures,
a file allocation table (or FAT) and directory entries [4].A
directory entry is allocated to each of the files and direc-
tories. These entries are stored in clusters and if there are
more number of clusters used, then the individual entries
are located by FAT data structure. FAT table is used to find
out the next cluster in a file. The FAT system saves the
data after a specified number of reserved sectors and FAT
areas, and sector zero marks the beginning of these reserved
sectors. For each and every cluster in the file system, an entry
will be made in FAT structure and each of these entry uses
three date/time stamps namely last accessed, last written and
created [4].

Compared to FAT, the NTFS provides an easy way of
locating file data in the file system. In NTFS, a file record
is created for each and every data file of the user. Master
File Table (MFT) is the main feature in NTFS. MFT is
a special table which stores all the file records and each
MFT entry size is of 1024 bytes [5]. MFT stores the file
data, if it is small enough to fit in it, otherwise it generally
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contains information regarding file operations and retrieval
of data [4]. The MFT resides in partition boot sector which
forms the first sector of NTFS file system. The information
regarding the user created file is placed as a series of
attributes in MFT entry. The number of attributes that can
be found in a file record depends on the created file type
and type of the attribute is identified by an identifier of the
attribute.

For the efficient management of whole file system, NTFS
generates metadata files and these files contain adminis-
trative data. So as to differentiate the metadata files from
normal files, each of these metadata file begins with a dollar
sign. These files are kept hidden from the users. For the
further enhancement of the file system, NTFS reserves first
sixteen entries for these metadata files in the MFT.

C. ZFS

Zettabyte file system [9] is one of the advanced file
system which is used in FreeNas cloud storage. Its combined
features of a file system and logical volume manager makes
it a unique one among other file systems. Main features
of ZFS includes high storage capabilities, protection of
data against corruption, snapshots, automatic repair, integrity
check and so on. As it has the combined feature of a file
system and volume manager it knows the entire information
about the physical disks and volume including their status,
condition, logical arrangement and also of all the stored files
in it. The physical devices such as (HDDs and SSDs) used by
ZFS are arranged in to virtual devices(vdevs). These vdevs
are used for the redundant storage for a ZFS pool. ZFS is
also concerned with how the file systems and volumes are
held within a ZFS pool so as to make the entire system
abstract to the end users.

D. Paper organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
An overview of related literature is presented in section-
II. Section-III discusses the proposed system of hiding and
retrieval of data from the file slack. Section-IV presents
a secret sharing algorithm for splitting and sharing secret
data using file slack space. In section-V, experimental results
regarding the file slack space of USB drive and cloud has
been discussed. And the last section, section VI concludes
the work by highlighting the relevance of the file slack space
and briefs the hiding and retrieval of secret data from the file
slack. Along with that, an implementation of secret sharing
algorithm is taken into consideration for the future work.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

An idea regarding the generation of slack space as per
the user need has been discussed by Srinivasan in his work
related to slack space [1]. This was achieved by creating

new files as per the demand of the users and thus utilizing
slack space of those files as a cover for hiding data.

Another related work [11] describes about an anti-forensic
technique which uses directory index of NTFS for hiding
secret messages and also proposes a tool for implementing
the same.

Different types of slack space can be used in digital
forensics so as to hide information from users or operating
systems. The various forms of slack space and size of the
block in a file system plays a major role in determining the
amount of information that can be hidden. The availability of
the file slack space has been increasing day by day due to the
ever increasing storage capacities of devices. Other areas that
can be used for data hiding includes Device Configuration
Overlay and Host Protected Area [6] on the storage devices
like hard drive. But the pitfall in hiding in these areas is
that it can be easily detected by forensic tools like Encase,
Sleuth Kit.

The file slack space can be considered as a byproduct
of operating system [6]. File slack is created as the result
of non alignment between data file data size and cluster
size. The availability of usable slack space depends on sector
size, cluster size of the file system, and the number of files
available in a storage device. Sector size in hard drives varies
from 512 bytes to 4K in the most modern hard drives. Also
the cluster size of FAT 32 varies in between 4KB and 32KB
but for NTFS it ranges from 4KB to 16 TB [6]. If the portion
of file data in the last cluster, having n sectors, is less than
the sector size of file system, then the windows uses the
concept of padding to fill the last sector at the end of each
file, thus leaving n-1 sectors possibly untouched [7]. The
advantage of file slack is that it can be found on any hard
disk that uses clusters as the smallest disk allocation unit.
The amount of file slack can be increased either by using
large number of files or using clusters of larger sizes.

File slack is a result of internal fragmentation [8]. When-
ever a file gets deleted, the clusters allocated to that typical
file will be marked as free by the file system. When a
file of size 8 KB is stored on hard disk which contain
clusters of size 4KB, the file system assigns two clusters
namely cluster 1 and cluster 2 for the file. Again if a file
of size 12 KB is to be stored, the file system allocates
three clusters starting from cluster 3 to cluster 5 and this
happens because the first two clusters are already occupied
by the first file. At this scenario, if the first file gets deleted
and the storing of another file of 3KB size in first cluster
results in the formation of a file slack. This file slack
will be of size 1KB and contains data from the first file.
This 1KB slack may contain sensitive information and is
vulnerable to get exposed. File slack can also be found in
file servers which uses windows operating system [8]. This
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can become a serious issue if these file servers are used by
any company/corporations, as their sensitive data can easily
become a part of file slack and thus leads to a security
breach.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Nowadays many technologies have been emerging so as
to hide and retrieve data from devices. Instead of developing
a new technology, making use of the available ones through
which data can be hidden and retrieved without being
detected by any hacker can become a breakthrough. Such
a novel intention leads to the use of allocated but unused
space in any device or any file system which is nothing
but the slack space. The proposed system is to find the file
slack space of a storage device typically in a USB drive
and to hide and retrieve secret data from it. It is further
extended to fetch file slack space of private cloud storage,
FreeNas which is running on ZFS [9] file system. A secret
sharing algorithm is also proposed so as to share the secret
data among cloud users by using the concept of file slack
space where the secret data can be hidden. Fig.2 gives the
architecture model for the proposed system.

Slack space of the local system files or private cloud is
fetched using hexeditor. Slack sizes corresponding to files
are estimated using the same hex editor. The MD5 hashes
of the file paths, of those files that contains slack, and key is
calculated. Providing the key along with the file path helps
in achieving the integrity i.e. only intended users can be able
to get the information regarding file slack using proper key.
And key can be any 128-bit random number chosen by the
user. Data hiding in the slack space has to be done in a
random order so as to make it difficult to be compromised
by any attacker. So for this, the obtained MD5 hashes of file
paths along with the key is sorted in the ascending order. As
a result, a mapping can be obtained between the sorted MD5
hashes and slack sizes, which was determined using hex
editor. Message to be hidden is encrypted using encryption
algorithm. Encrypted message is divided into small blocks
and division of this message depends on the determined
slack sizes. The resultant blocks of messages are hidden in
the slack spaces and can be retrieved using mapping of MD5
hashes and slack sizes.

The methodology used by the existing system [1] in-
tentionally creates slack space for hiding the data. But
the proposed system make use of the file slack from all
the available files. This gives the advantage that secret
data resides along with the normal data making it more
undetectable for the hacker. Compared to the existing system
[1], proposed system uses a specific method, by using the
WinHex tool, to fetch the file slack, to determine the slack
sizes of every file, and also to hide the encrypted data in the
exact slack location of the files. Another feature includes

the file slack determination of the files of a private cloud.
Proposed system also suggests a novel idea for the secret
sharing of data among the cloud users. This secret sharing
algorithm also contributes to the uniqueness of proposed
system when compared to existing one.

Fig. 2. Module diagram.

A. Implementation steps

NTFS (New Technology file system) is considered for the
implementation purpose. Default Cluster size of NTFS is
4096 bytes which contains 8 sectors and each sector is of
size 512 bytes. Hex editor is used to find and analyze the
slack space of the file. The preferred one is WinHex tool
[14] full version. For the purpose of analyzing the slack
space files need to accessed from a drive.

• Opening the preferred drive : Files can be accessed from
a USB drive or any other drives of the computer system.
After opening the drive using the WinHex [14] tool, all
the files in the drive will be listed along with their sizes.
Each file can be opened and its hexadecimal format will
be displayed along the side (Fig 3).

• Slack space gathering : Entire slack space of the drive
can be fetched using WinHex [14] tool by Gather
slack option in specialist menu (Fig 4). Slack space
can be saved in a notepad or it will be displayed
simultaneously in the Winhex tool (Fig 5). The total
size of the slack space of the selected drive can be seen
along the side in the WinHex. It lists all the clusters
which contains slack space. But it does not mean that
slack space will be starting from the very beginning of
the listed clusters. So need to determine the slack space
of each of the files listed in the drive using the cluster
information which was obtained from above.
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• Determining slack space of each file in the drive : Total
number of clusters used by each file can be obtained by
navigating to list clusters option. The last cluster can
be spotted from the list of clusters of a particular file.
Last cluster will be displayed along with the number of
bytes used in that particular cluster (Fig 6). From the
default cluster size and the information regarding the
used number of bytes in the last cluster, slack space
for the particular file can be determined.(Fig 6)

• While hiding data in the slack space there should be
some sort of randomness. This randomness of storing
data would make it difficult for any attacker who tries
to analyze any hidden data in slack space of a particular
drive. So as to provide randomness, initially MD5
hashes of file paths ,of all files containing slack space,
and key are taken. While taking file path, file name
is also included in the path. Providing the key along
with the file path helps in achieving the integrity i.e.
only intended users can be able to get the information
regarding file slack using proper key. And key can be
any 128-bit random number chosen by the user. After
finding the hashes, first 64 significant bits of hashes
are converted to its corresponding decimal values. All
the resultant decimal values are sorted in the ascending
order. Finally all the file paths having slack will be
sorted in the ascending order of decimal values of their
MD5 hashes (Table II and III).

• Now the Secret message to be hidden is encrypted using
AES algorithm. Encrypted data is divided into small
blocks depending on the slack size information obtained
from WinHex tool. These slack sizes are arranged in
the ascending order of decimal values obtained from
MD5 hashes of file paths containing the slack and user
preferred key. As a result a mapping can be obtained
between MD5 hashes and slack sizes of the files.

• Finally the divided blocks of encrypted message are
hidden in the slack sizes of the files. The mapping
information and user key can be used to retrieve the
hidden message from the slack space.

IV. SECRET SHARING ALGORITHM

This algorithm helps in sharing the secret data among the
private cloud users by using file slack as a hidden space
for secret data. Initially the secret file which needs to be
shared among the users is determined along with its size.
The main concept used here is the splitting of secret data and
then sharing those with the intended users. And also, here
admin is considered as the trusted party and is responsible
for splitting the secret data. The secret data file, which needs
to be shared, is considered to be a text file named File.txt.
This text file is initially converted in to its binary format. As
a result of this, the converted file will be a binary one which

contains only zeros and ones and is named as Binary file.txt.
In this algorithm, it is considered that only two users need to
share the secret data among themselves. So for this purpose,
the obtained binary file, Binary file.txt is split into two other
binary files namely Binary share 1 and Binary share 2, each
of them having the same size as that of the actual secret
file, Binary file.txt. The formation of the two new shares is
based on XOR logic which is given in TABLE I.

TABLE I
XOR LOGIC FOR GETTING ACTUAL SECRET DATA FROM THE SPLIT

SHARES

Secret binary data file- Binary share1 Binary share2
XOR of Binary share1 &

Binary share2
1 0 1
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0

The contents of the newly generated binary files are
arranged in such a way that, performing a XOR operation
between the respective binary bits of these files will result
in the formation of the actual secret file, Binary file.txt.
The admin of the private cloud storage assigns necessary
privileges to both the users, U1 and U2, who wants to share
the secret data among themselves. Also a shared folder is
created for these users which can be needed for the later
use. User U1 stores the first share, Binary share 1 in its file
slack space and user U2 stores the second share, Binary share
2 in its respective file slack space. Both the users are given
privileges to access each others file slack. And with the help
of mapping information regarding the MD5 hashes of file
slack paths and slack sizes, along with the key information
,both the binary shares can be combined to get exact secret
information. This retrieved secret information is placed in
the shared folder which can only be accessed by these two
users.

The secret sharing algorithm can be further extended
among n number of users by splitting secret shared file
into n shares. And these n shares will be stored in the file
slack spaces of n users. In this case, XOR logic table will
contain n number of column entries corresponding to each
splitted n binary shares. And with help of mapping and key
information, n shares can be combined using XOR logic to
get original secret information which will be then placed in a
shared folder, which can be accessed only by these intended
users.

Even though splitted secret share is stored in the file slack
of the private cloud there can be an issue regarding the
availability of this data in those file slacks. If the secret
data is stored only in file slack of one particular file/files
and that particular file gets deleted or get corrupted then the
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secret share cannot retrieved from it. In such a case, storing
the secret shares in the file slacks of multiple files of an user
can prove more advantageous as this will make the redundant
copies of secret share and thus can easily made available at
the time of error occurrence to any of those files. Also the
amount of data that can be retrieved from a file slack is also
a major concern. This is because there can be chance that file
slack space of file can get modified if more data is written
into it, thus reducing the retrieval probability of secret data.
As a solution for this, files needs to be categorized based
on their aging factor. Every file needs to be analyzed for its
period of existence and frequency of modification. So, secret
shares need to be stored in that files which persists for a long
time and have lesser probability of getting modified.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. File slack in a USB drive

Detected the file slack space and slack sizes of files along
with that hided and retrieved data from a particular USB
drive.

Fig. 3. Opening the preferred drive.

• Fetched the file slack space from the USB drive (Fig.
4) and the resultant slack space of the file is displayed
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Fetching the slack space.

• Determined the exact start of file slack space in a typical
file (Fig 6). Exact file slack location was found out by
following formulation.
Let the cluster size be denoted as Cs, no of sectors as

Fig. 5. Slack space of the file along with the size

Sn, Sector size as Ss. Cluster size of a file system can
be calculated by multiplying no of sectors with sector
size.

Cluster size = No of sectors * Sector size
Cs = Sn * Ss

Let Bn be the number of bytes used by the file in the
last cluster

Fig. 6. Locating the exact start of slack space

For finding slack size of a file, number of sectors used
by a file needs to be calculated. Su and Ss denotes
the number of used sectors and sector size respectively.
Used sectors are calculated by dividing Number of
bytes used by the file in the last cluster with sector
size :

Su = Bn / Ss

Unused sectors Sun in the last cluster is given by
subtracting the used sectors in the last cluster Su from
the total number of sectors in the last cluster Sn.

Sun = Sn - Su

In Fig. 6, used sectors were 6.76 sectors and unused
sectors were calculated to be 1.23 sectors. The starting
sector of the cluster 47 was 65896. From 65896 sector,
adding the used number of sectors gives almost the
middle location of sector 65902, which is the exact
slack starting location.
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Fig. 7. Slack space of the file filled with user data

• Fig. 7 shows the snapshot of slack space after getting
filled with data. Table II shows the MD5 hashes of Key
and file paths having slack and Table III shows the MD5
hashes of Key and file paths after sorting.

TABLE II
FILE PATHS AND HASHES

File having slack Slack size MD5 hashes
I:\Newfolder\Booked Ticket 0.6 KB ca5da4e46bf19dfccce266

History.pdf\key∗ 29e7e5f77e
I:\New folder\project 3.6 KB b38db25e2d9fafb1acbe

content.docx\key∗ 02a04461d400
I:\New folder\user.txt\ 3.8 KB 333e1885d483bcd7b15

key∗ c990fdfbd0584
I:\New folder\forensi 2.5 KB fa1f1baf4c206ad288f352

note.txt\key∗ ef0f4be69c
∗Key can be any user preferred 128-bit random key

TABLE III
SORTED MD5 HASHES OF THE FILE ALONG WITH SLACK SIZE

File having slack Slack size MD5 hashes
I:\New folder \user.txt\ 3.8 KB 333e1885d483bcd7b15

key∗ c990fdfbd0584
I:\Newfolder\Booked Ticket 0.6 KB ca5da4e46bf19dfccce266

History.pdf\key∗ 29e7e5f77e
I:\New folder\forensi 2.5 KB fa1f1baf4c206ad288f352

note.txt\key∗ ef0f4be69c
I:\New folder\project 3.6 KB b38db25e2d9fafb1acbe

content.docx\key∗ 02a04461d400
∗Key can be any user preferred 128-bit random key

B. File slack in Cloud Storage

All the files in the cloud can be mapped to a local drive.
From the local drive slack spaces of all the files can be
determined using Hexeditor. Also the slack spaces of all
files, that has to be uploaded to cloud, can be determined
and analyzed by following the same procedure which was
done for a USB drive. After analyzing the slack sizes, secret
data can be hidden in those slacks and can be uploaded to
the cloud. Secret data in the file slack of cloud gives an
added advantage as it will be undetectable for an attacker.
A sample of 6 files was taken and also analyzed the slack
sizes of each of those files and determined the MD5 hashes
of file paths along with its key.(Table IV and V)

TABLE IV
SAMPLE OF FILES THAT WERE UPLOADED TO CLOUD

File having slack Slack size MD5 hashes
E:\files\Hideinside 1.6 KB abe1c32564dd8f059ecc49fe
Encrypted.pdf\key∗ c39bc65f

E:\files\Anti-Forensic/ 0.7 KB 4b3c7e550c1de99dcb97e393
Tool.pdf\key∗ 83d6127d

E:\files\Slack 2013.pdf\ 3.2 KB 8999330b8044cc12214963e2
key∗ ca1cd310

E:\files\Forensic Data 2.1 KB c9935905746075adcfa680f4d
carving.pdf\key∗ 2b7f5d0

E:\files\Concerning File 4.1 KB c25f34330762c9c9b07ef510e
slack.pdf\key∗ 9a6138d

E:\files\Hiding-finding-data- 1.1KB b417749c8ec1f6a5a6f081bf
linux.pdf\key∗ 7370a84d70a84d

∗Key can be any user preferred 128-bit random key

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Hiding of any secret information without being compro-
mised by any attacker has become a major concern these
days. Ensuring the security of this secret data has become
a vital part from the forensic and data security perspective.
Just hiding the data anywhere is not enough, along with
that it has to be ensured that whatever secret data is to
be hidden it should be undetectable to the intruders. So
a solution concerning the hiding of secret information and
its retrieval was found out. For this, the file slack space
which was generated during the cluster allocation by any
file system, was taken into consideration and was able to
detect it successfully. Slack sizes of various files having file
slack were determined and analyzed using one of the hex
editor. Along with that, to make the secret data undetectable,
a sort of randomness was also provided by taking the MD5
hash values of file paths containing the file slack and sorting
them in the ascending order. Encrypted secret messages were
divided according to the file slack sizes and were able to
hide and retrieve those secret messages from the file slack
of files with the help of mapping information of file slack
sizes and MD5 hashes. Further slack spaces of files which
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TABLE V
SORTED MD5 HASHES OF THE SAMPLE OF FILES THAT WERE

UPLOADED TO CLOUD

File having slack Slack size MD5 hashes
E:\files\Anti-Forensic\ 0.7 KB 4b3c7e550c1de99dcb9

Tool.pdf\key∗ 7e39383d6127d
E:\files\Slack 2013.pdf\ 3.2 KB 8999330b8044cc12214

key∗ 963e2ca1cd310
E:\files\Hideinside 1.6 KB abe1c32564dd8f059
Encrypted.pdf\key∗ ecc49fec39bc65f

E:\files\Hiding-finding-data- 1.1KB b417749c8ec1f6a5a6f0
linux.pdf\key∗ 81bf7370a84d

E:\files\Concerning File 4.1 KB c25f34330762c9c9b07e
slack.pdf\key∗ f510e9a6138d

E:\files\Forensic Data 2.1 KB c9935905746075adcfa
carving.pdf\key∗ 680f4d2b7f5d0

∗Key can be any user preferred 128-bit random key

were uploaded to cloud were also determined and analyzed
using same method. In addition to it, an overall idea about
ZFS file system in FreeNas cloud was also obtained.

The scope of the future work will be concerned about
the implementation of secret data sharing in the private
cloud storage. The secret data can be shared with multiple
users in the cloud. The sharing of the data will be done
securely without getting noticed by any hacker or attacker.
For this, secret data can be shared in the slack spaces of
the multiple users so that only the concerned users will
only be knowing the existence of secret data. Secret sharing
using slack space and moreover implementing it in the cloud
storage can provide a better way of security for hiding any
secret data.
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